
“Every effort must be made in childhood to
TEACH THE YOUNG TO USE THEIR OWN MINDS.
For one thing is certain. If they don’t make up their
own minds, someone will do it for them.”
—ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

“Learning is a consequence of thinking. Far from
thinking coming after knowledge, knowledge comes
on the coat tails of thinking. . . . Knowledge does
not just sit there. It functions richly in people’s
lives so they can LEARN ABOUT AND DEAL
WITH THE WORLD.”
—DAVID PERKINS

“Knowledge emerges only through invention
and re-invention,through the RESTLESS,
IMPATIENT, CONTINUING, HOPEFUL INQUIRY
human beings pursue in the world, with the
world, and with each other.”
—PAULO FRE IRE
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Inquiry Circles: Rooted in Tradition and Research

Teachingwith extended,experiential,and collaborative investigations has been
a long-standing movement in education dating back at least to the 1590s
where students in the academies of Paris and Romewere given authentic prob-
lems to solve—such as designing a building or monument.At the turn of the
20th century John Dewey and other progressive educators breathed new life
into the project method of teaching as they strove to develop schools where
students practiced living democratically andworking together to identify and
solve problems.Today, inquiry-based learning is enjoying a bright resurgence.

In part, the resurgence is a response to the extremes resulting from the No
Child Left Behind legislation.With its focus on deep understanding and team
exploration and action, inquiry circles stand in sharp contrast to the culture of
testing spawned by NCLB.

More significantly, the resurgence may be due to the growing research on the
benefits of collaborative, inquiry-based learning.Several intertwined strands
of research have established thatwell-structured small groupwork raises kid’s
academic achievement, as well as nurturing stronger work habits and better
social attitudes and skills.Recent writings have likewise held that an inquiry-
based curriculum that engages children in extended constructivework is ideal
for fostering lifelong learners,engaged citizens,andworkers who can flourish
in a global economy.

Building on this enduring tradition and new research, Comprehension &
Collaboration provides the practical classroom structures and lessons you need
to introduce collaborative, inquiry-based learning to your students.

What is Comprehension & Collaboration: Inquiry
Circles in Action?

Comprehension & Collaboration: Inquiry Circles in Action is about small-group
projects that work and serves as a guide for teachers who want to realize the
benefits of well-structured,student-led,cross-curricular projects. In this book,
Steph and Smokey:

� lay the foundation for inquiry circles by chronicling the current research
and practices behind comprehension instruction and classroom
collaboration

� explain 9 fundamental classroom conditions needed for active, small-
group learning

� provide 27 practical lessons in comprehension, collaboration,and research

� offer how-to instructions for 4 types of inquiry circles—mini-research
projects; curricular inquiries; extensions of literature circles; and open
inquiry projects

� address characteristic management concerns such as how to use the
Internet for research and how to assess andmonitor student achievement.

Throughout, chapters offer a mix of materials for you to grab and go as well as
somebig ideas to think throughas you customize inquiry circles for your students.
It is time for another stronger,more intentional era of education.Comprehension
& Collaboration: Inquiry Circles in Actionwill serve as your companion and provide
a guiding light on this important endeavor.

COMPREHENSION & COLLABORATION
Inquiry Circles in Action

“This book is about small-group projects that work. It’s about combining what we know
about the research process, about thinking, and about people working together, to create a
structure that consistently supports kids to build knowledge that matters in their lives.”

—Stephanie Harvey AND Harvey “Smokey” Daniels
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Attention Literacy Coaches

An accompanying study guide makes Comprehension & Collaboration
ideal for professional development literature circles.

Podcasts from Steph and Smokey will support your professional
development efforts.See Heinemann.com for more information.


